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Context 
 
The achievement of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development requires evidence based            
policies and constant interactions between researchers and policymakers. In the context of            
increasingly complex policy challenges and of the erosion of trust in public institutions, effective              
public policies based on scientific evidence are needed. 
 
Building on the 2016 conference “Strengthening the UN’s research uptake” and on the findings              
of a recent JIU’s report , a two-day follow-up conference, on December 11th-12th 2019 at the               

1

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) building, will bring together policymakers and          
researchers to discuss how research can contribute to achieving the SDGs.  
 
The conference’s thematic tracks will focus on the following SDGs:  

● Goal 3. Good Health and Well-Being.  
● Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among countries.  
● Goal 11. Sustainable Cities and Communities.  

 
In the context of the conference, the second day will be dedicated to finding solutions to the                 
identified gaps and needs during the first day. An interactive format will allow participants of the                
conference and experts to interact with students. 
 
Format 
 
The event format will be an Open Situation Room, an adaption of the “Situation Rooms” in the                 
White House, created by J. F. Kennedy for finding solutions in crisis situations. This format               
allows to find concrete solutions to a specific problem in only a few hours. At the end of the                   
exercise, the different outcomes will be presented to a panel of experts.  
 
The target audience is a mixed public of students and experts, policy-maker and researcher.  
 

1 “Strengthening policy research uptake in the context of the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development” 

 

http://collections.unu.edu/eserv/UNU:5851/Geneva_Conference_Report.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg3
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg10
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg11
https://crstl.io/work/open-situation-rooms/
https://www.unjiu.org/sites/www.unjiu.org/files/jiu_rep_2018_7_english_0.pdf
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Speakers 
 

● Flavia Schlegel, Special Envoy for Science in Global Policy, International Science 
Council 

● Maurizio Bona, Senior Advisor for Relations with Parliaments and Science Policy, 
CERN 

 
Moderation 

● Florian Egli, ETH Zurich 
 
Programme 
 

● 9:00 a.m.: Registration/Coffee 
● 9:15 a.m.: Introduction  
● 9:20 a.m.: Presentation of the Challenges 
● 9:40 a.m.: Formation of the Groups  
● 9:45 a.m.: Open Situation Room  
● 12:45 p.m.: Presentation of the solutions  
● 13:30 p.m.: End  

 
Output 
 
The presented solutions will be taken up by the rapporteur of the conference and will be                
published in the final report.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://epg.ethz.ch/people/phd-students/florian-egli.html

